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Abstract

Background: Zoonotic diseases are problematic, in that, they impact both wild and
domestic animals alike. Thus, there is a need to investigate the genomes of wild and
domestic. Gene ontology (GO) is a major bioinformatics initiative, whereby
descriptions of gene products across the database are developed and unified to describe
all species. This process is performed by biocurators, who gather, annotate, and validate
information on the databases, consequently affording easy access to accurate and
updated data. In this study, we investigated the biocuration of two biological processes,
DNA integration, which is used for DNA coding, and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA)
cycle that occurs in all aerobic organisms. The objective of this study was to compare
the genomes of 271 mammals, birds, reptiles and some aquatic animals to determine
the number of wild versus domesticated animals, where DNA integration and the TCA
cycle have annotations. We hypothesized that there would be more annotations on
domesticated animals than wild animals because of easier access to domesticated
animal genomes. Methods: To test this hypothesis, we first accessed the National
Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) to retrieve the taxonomy ID for 271
species of animals found in this study. Then the European Bioinformatics Institute
(EBI) database, QuickGO, was accessed to retrieve all annotations associated with the
taxonomy ID of the species. Data was assembled into a wiki-database that is now
publicly available online. Results and Conclusion: Data indicated that more
annotations for DNA integration and the TCA cycle were 22% higher in domestic
animals than in wild animals. Therefore, we propose that more biocuration needs to
be done for wild animals. The number of wild animals’ sequences available are
growing, but if they are not annotated, detailed investigations are not possible. If more
resources are dedicated to the investigation of the genomes of wild animals, more work
can be done to study the genetic factors affecting zoonotic diseases.
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Introduction
Information is constantly being acquired in the life sciences, and with an abundance
of informational databases, it is a necessity to keep collected works up to date and
accessible to the rest of the world. Genomic databases are used by many people,
including students and researchers (Hayamizu, 2015). Furthermore, databases have
become an essential part of the biological sciences, because they often serve as gateways
to biological data (Binns, 2009). Biocurators take information from scientific literature
and describe the data using annotation protocols (Jenkinson, 2008). Additionally,
biocurators assign Gene Ontology terms (GO terms) to a specific gene product,
referred to as GO annotation. These GO annotations represent a biological process,
molecular function or cellular components (Blake, 2014). The European
Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) database collects and stores data from life science
experiments and provides many services and tools such as Quick Gene Ontologies
(QuickGO) (Squizzato, 2015). Quick GO is a GO annotation database that allows
scientists to share data, perform complex queries and analyze results (Ashburner,
2000).
There are several annotations that could be used to compare the genomes of wild and
domesticated animals. For this experiment, the annotations for the Tricarboxylic Acid
(TCA) cycle and DNA integration were chosen and the rationale for this choice
follows. Both the TCA cycle and DNA integration processes are known to be
functional in animals. Although these two processes are individually being studied by
scientists, the number of annotations for these processes in domestic and wild animals
is unknown. Because many species are the subject of current genomic investigations,
the sequencing data of wild and domestic animals are now publicly available and will
allow for a comparison.
The TCA cycle is a very important biological process that produces energy and is
known to occur in all animals (Alisdair, 2004). The energy production cycle is also
found in most plants, animals, fungi, and bacteria. In this experiment, we chose the
TCA cycle as our control, as it is found in almost all genomes. Thus, the number of
TCA cycle annotations should be consistent regardless of whether the species is wild
or domesticated.
DNA integration is the biological process that controls the integration of foreign
material into the DNA of a host cell. Mammalian genomes are susceptible to foreign
DNA insertions both naturally and experimentally. Meaning that viruses that are
DNA- or RNA-based viruses can integrate into the mammalian genomes with ease
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(Müller, 2001). Mechanisms involved in the illegitimate integration of DNA could
also be involved in viral DNA integration (Würtele, 2003). Viral DNA integration and
retroviral DNA integration share similar characteristics as DNA integration in
mammalian cells, but they are only found within prokaryote cells. DNA integration is
represented in the host cell of the mammalian genomes. Therefore, we chose to use
DNA integration annotations, as these annotations mark areas of a genome that have
been changed or impacted by a virus within the host cells. We want to isolate this
biological process for its annotations within the wild and domesticated animal
genomes, but since DNA integration is not as prominent as TCA cycle, there might
not be a consistency of annotations.
The objective of this study is to compare the genomes of 271 variety of mammals,
birds, reptiles and aquatic animals to determine the number of wild versus
domesticated animals, in which DNA integration and the TCA cycle are annotated.
Since the TCA cycle and DNA integration occurs in all organisms and are both
important biological processes for the organisms studied, we hypothesized that there
would be more annotations on domesticated animals than wild animals, because of
easier access to domesticated animals for genetic investigations.

Methods
The methods used involved utilizing three main databases. National Center of
Biotechnology Information (NCBI), European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) and a
wiki-database. The wiki-database was created to house the information collected in
this study. For this experiment, we focused on mammals, reptiles, fish, and birds. All
data was transferred into the wiki-database on the “Species Table Page.” (Figure 1). A
separate table was created for each animal that was investigated. Each species table
shows the following genomic information: the common name, category, genomic
status (genome sequencing), the research lab (in which the genome was sequenced),
link sources among other (Figure 1).
The wiki-database houses all the information collected on animals, plants and insects.
We separated the species into different categories that determined the importance of
those species. The wiki-database housed the genomic information needed to create a
summary of each “Species Table” for the 271 species investigated.
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Figure 1: Wiki-database for information collected on the species investigated.

To use NCBI, we first had to find the binomial nomenclature for each animal using
their common names. Next, we identified whether the species was wild or
domesticated by using information stored in the NCBI Taxonomy database. A new
table was created for each of the 271 species investigated
We assessed Gene Ontology (GO) annotations in the EBI, QuickGO database for
each species. Lastly, we inserted GO annotation data found into our “GO Annotation
Survey”. The “GO Annotation Survey” is linked to each species in the “Species Table”
under their species name. The “GO Annotation Survey” shows display the NCBI
taxonomy ID at the top. Then goes into further detail of the breakdown of different
categories that are shown in the far-left column in the survey. The middle column
houses the proteins/annotations found for that taxonomy ID, then the next two
columns display the individual biological pathways and their proteins/annotations
found.

Results
The graphs in Figures 2 & 3 break down the biological pathways for species with
annotations versus the total number of species investigated. Below the graph shows the
overall comparison of the domesticated species and the wild species and how they vary
within the evidence found.
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Of the 71 domesticated mammals, fish and reptilian species examined only 1% (1/71)
had DNA integration markers annotated, 8% (6/71) had the TCA cycle and 28%
(20/71) had both DNA integration and TCA cycle markers annotated in their
genomes. The number of annotations found for each biological pathway was not in
abundance. Yet, enough to prove that there are annotations for the domesticated
species that were found in this study.

Figure 2: GO Annotation Summary

Figure 3: Wild Species Go Annotation Summary

Of the 200 wild mammal, fish, and reptilian species investigated, 0% (0/200) had
DNA integration alone, 3% (6/200) had TCA cycle and 13% (26/200) had both DNA
integration and TCA cycle. The number of annotations found for each biological
pathway was not as expected but results indicate that some wild species did have
annotations associated with their species.
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Overview of GO Annotation Survey
After identifying the genomes with annotations using the GO Annotation surveys. We
formulated Wiki species pages. Table 1 shows the GO Annotation survey for C. hircus.
It shows the important components addressed in the methods.
As shown in Table 1 below, you will see that it displays the NCBI Taxonomy ID at
the top. The left column below the Tax ID shows all the proteins and GO Annotations
for the species. The right side shows the GO term and ID for the TCA cycle and DNA
integration. The Parent GO ID and term name are for the biological processes
investigated. The survey also shows the total number of GO Annotations which are
broken down into the evidence and the aspects. For each species, they have annotations
that display electronic and manual evidence and then they are categories in either
molecular function, biological processes, or cellular components.

Table 1: Survey of Goat Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

There are two main types of evidence used to separate the annotations, electronic and
manual. Electronic evidence is a simple algorithm that biocurator uses to search for the
desired gene products such as the TCA cycle pathway. These are automatic annotations
imputed by biocurators, but they are essentially hypothetical annotations. This causes
the total number of GO annotations to fluctuate because electronic evidence will be
deleted or added at any time. Thus, the importance of the need for manual evidence
as well. In QuickGO, there are multiple different types of manual evidence used but
we chose to look for manual evidence that is found from experimentation. This type
of manual evidence is important because it provides accurate annotations for each
species that we investigated.
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There are three different aspects used to categorize each annotation. The molecular
function is how the gene product performs, the biological process is that gene products
involved in, and which cellular components the gene products are found. We input
data at each aspect for the total 271 species. Both the TCA cycle and DNA integration
both fall into the aspect of the biological process aspect.
We compare the differences between both the wild and domesticated species to test
our hypothesis that there would be more annotations on domesticated animals than
wild animals. Shown in Tables 2 through 4, the domesticated species have a higher
amount of annotations when compared to our wild species in Tables 5 through 8. The
B. taurus (cattle) gene products have many protein products and some annotations for
the biological processes. The O. cuniculus (rabbit) and the F. catus (cat) being that
they are both domesticated species are like the B. taurus in terms of their GO
Annotation surveys. Shown in Tables 5 and 6, we have two of the wild species, P.
Alecto (black flying fox) and P. troglodytes (chimpanzee) used for research that possess
a high amount of annotations, yet shown in Tables 7 and 8, the other wild species, S.
tatarica (Saiga antelope) and P. lotor (raccoon), a low amount of gene products are
found along with any for the biological processes of the TCA cycle and DNA
integration.

Table 2: Survey of Cattle Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation
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Table 3: Survey of Rabbit Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

Table 4: Survey of Cat Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

Table 5: Survey of Black Flying Fox Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation
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Table 6: Survey of Chimpanzee Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

Table 7: Survey of Saiga antelope Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

Table 8: Survey of Raccoon Species Wiki Page and GO Annotation

When comparing the 71 domesticated species to the 200 wild species, majority of the
wild species annotated did not possess a high amount of proteins and GO annotations
like the Saiga antelope and raccoon, leading one to speculate that there is more focus
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on domesticated species and species widely used for laboratory research. Such works
enable the identifications and detail of their genomes annotated.

Conclusion
During our experiment, we can establish that domesticated and wild species had
annotations associated with the biological processes, TCA cycle and DNA integration.
We were able to validate the hypothesis because domesticated animals possessed more
annotations than wild animals. Though evidence of biological processes was minimal
and mostly electronic, it still validates that these two processes found. Additionally,
through observation, the findings in this experiment determine that wild species
annotated did not possess a high number of gene annotations. Therefore, a lack of GO
annotations reflects the poor annotation of genes that are known, or genes being
missed in the genome records. The problem of a low quantity of identified genes would
suggest is with the structural annotation missing genes, or not finding homologs of the
genes present. For example, S. tatarica, the lack of DNA sequencing and genome
record for this species, justifying the low number of genes. The P. lotor also shows there
only being a record of the mitochondrial DNA being sequenced, explaining the low
count of genes present. We were able to find that more biocuration with wild animals
because little is still known about their genomes.
We used bioinformatics to bring awareness of information that is still unknown about
most animal genomes. The majority of the domesticated and wild species that were
found during this study are vectors for zoonotic and infectious diseases. It is apparent
that there is an increasing need for genomics in disease risk and susceptibility for
endangered species (Irizarry, 2016). Alonso Aguirre argued that “habitat destruction,
globalization, and species loss have led to ecosystem disruptions altering infectious
disease transmission patterns” (Aguirre, 2017). That is why we wanted to examine a
pathway that deals with foreign DNA transmission. We also wanted to search for gene
annotations associated with DNA integration because “some viral DNA integration
events are [similar] in nature to any type of foreign DNA integration” (Würtele, 2003).
But due to the lack of annotations, we found that more exploration for wild animals
for DNA integration is needed. In using tools like bioinformatics for genomic research,
we can make connections that could provide knowledge on zoonotic disease etiology.
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